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Learn to use the power of your subconscious mind to work magick. The subconscious mind is

explored in this book which gives you the power to talk to your subconscious and use this to work

magick to alter the world around you.
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I really liked this book.I have come to the conclusion that all magick comes from within ourselves so

to find a book that actually adresses this approach was great.Instead of calling on 'outside' magickal

beings for help you call on your own internal magickal being.There is alot of power in this approach

and results come fast but more so it is very empowering to find your own personal magickal power

independent of anything supposedly 'outside' of yourself.I did personalize the rituals a bit so they

resonated more powerfully with me (changed the 'text' of the ritual a bit),I named my inner power

and evoked frequently to strengthen the contact and found the whole experience really amazing.

This is very interesting booklet. One will enjoy in these simple techniques. Method is that one reads

text with intent. Also this is wonderful guide to contact inner Power.



Probably the most primal and organic form of magick. Change your inner world and the outer world

copies it, literally.

As a professional and full time Warlock, I find myself on a constant quest to learn the many

intricacies of the occult and gain a greater understanding of them. I am currently trying to summon

my familiar and I hoped that this tome would prove useful. However, it fails to properly recognize the

primal nature of the eldritch ways and, as a result, was ultimately not all that useful in my rituals. I

would recommend the Elgar's Enchiridion for all matters regarding the summoning of

familiars.However, despite this book not quite meeting my expectations, it is really quite good in all

matters regarding ethereal introspection and cosmic alignment of your spiritual cadence.

The objective is to become 'one' with the Subconscious part of mind. How to start is a rare piece of

information. S.Rob has written a guide tobringing the Subconscious into into congruency with the

Conscious desires, and will. He is very repetitive, which some may find excessive,yet, for most it

may be helpful. The systematic way he starts and progresses, is extremely helpful, as most do not

know where to start. Theprogression leads to what many will find impossible, but impossible is

simply part of the Illusion which binds humanity at this time. If you areready for such a 'coming

together' as he presents in this book, then by all means purchase it and proceed. If you are not

ready, don't wasteyour time and money at this time. Your time may come later. Thank you S.Rob,

for the work you put into this work.

A dreadfully written book in dire need of an editor. Hard to believe that the author supposedly has a

BA(hon). There's a repetitive and facile guided imagery/prayer procedure offered for all scenarios.

This book is not worth your time or money. I returned this for a refund.

Most sourcerers have been to the antipodes of the mind via psychedelics. It is my opinion that this

cannot turn a writer who has a poor writing skill into a smooth narrative. I found myself reading

unbearable grammar over and over again just to get S Rob ideas on mental magic. It seems like he

read a few philosophical concepts and extrapolated into magic. Forget S Rob and read Real Magic

by Isaac Bonewits. It will not disappoint.

This is an interesting book, not sure if any these actually work, the subconscious is a very tricky



place in working to better ones life. I've tried a few of these I look forward to seeing the results. Ty
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